Start your streamlined

compliance
journey
today
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Reduce your compliance risks, increase efficiency and improve cost
effectiveness through our leading AML and verification software –
MaxComplyTM. This single system is easy-to-use, powerful, scalable
and designed by compliance professionals to significantly reduce
processing time for new clients, counter-parties, institutions and
investors – while adapting rapidly to changes in regulations globally.

segregated data environments for our clients and boasts a range
of advanced features, such as SSO, two-factor authentication and a
selection of API integrations
MaxComply will help you make informed decisions faster while safely
automating the on-boarding, verifications and KYC/AML monitoring
processes, with rigorous audit trail evidence.

A top-tiered secure SaaS platform hosted on a private cloud and
shaped with state-of-the-art technology, MaxComply provides

Key functionality
On-boarding
portal
Parties “on-board
themselves” directly into
the system. Thereby,
significantly reducing
processing time and
complexities

Risk assessment
engine
MaxComply analyses your
data points, calculates a
risk score and automatically
generates re-screening tasks

Fully integrated
customisable
workflow
management
Tailored reporting and alerts
leveraged from our API
relationship with Refinitiv
World-Check

Full audit trail
Every update to a case is
logged, so replaying what
happened, when, and by
whom is always at your
fingertips

Security

Complete flexibility

MaxComply’s data handling
and storage complies with
GDPR and the highest
recognised global security
standards

Tailor MaxComply to your
jurisdictional preferences in order
to satisfy local and international
regulatory changes
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Easy case
management
Case review and
escalation with
automated notifications
and alerts for specified
next-step owners

Custom dashboard
reporting
Use our tools to save your specific
report criteria – run at your
convenience – and export to distribute
to those that need to see it

Subscription form
generation
Use MaxComply to generate,
distribute and complete your
firm’s investor subscription
documents

Sign-up or certify
An integrated certification
method using the world’s
number one provider

Key benefits
Web-based application can be
set-up in

24
hours

Easy-to-use
dashboard and configurability
ensures alignment to your
compliance monitoring program

and provides for global, deviceneutral access 24/7

Fully
integrated,
managed
scalable
service or
and flexible self-managed
software

MaxComply's full reporting
function

monitors
risk

and generates alerts through
specialised notifications

Available as either a fully outsourced

platform which reduces
compliance risks, streamlines task
flow and significantly decreases
administrative efforts

Full compliance audit trail and

historic
activities
reporting

MaxComply supports

global
AML/KYC
requirements,
including registering beneficial
ownership and taking a risk-based
approach to overseeing growing
money laundering compliance
requirements

The system also supports

all global
AML
regulations,
including regional sanctions, CTF
requirements and FATCA

Available to implement in

a wide array
of languages

Our experience
Global AML
services for an
international
U.S. law firm
The client was looking for a solution for
on-boarding a global pool of UHNW and
institutional investors for a $1.5bn capital
raising in the U.S. within a very tight
deadline of two weeks.
With a global investor base across
multiple timelines, complex client
structures and three parties involved in
the collection, review, approval and
sign-off of data, it was a challenge to
bring all the required KYC/AML and legal
expertise together in a single platform.
We succeeded in providing a fully
integrated AML solution in MaxComply
with dedicated escalation structures and
full reporting and audit trail. We also
provided ongoing monitoring services to
comply with global KYC/AML regulations.
In addition, our tailored solution could
be scaled for further capital raising.
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A U.K. Senior
Managers and
Certification
Regime
(SM&CR)
In 2019, new UK legislation was
introduced that required all FCA soloregulated firms to undergo a major
certification process for each individual
and for multiple roles within relevant
firms.
For affected clients to meet those
requirements we needed to develop a
new automated module in MaxComply
to implement SM&CR within a very
short timeframe. Any solution needed to
include the ability to apply conduct rules
to all staff; provide and monitor required
training; and streamline the certification
assessment process for all senior
managers and certified individuals.
MaxComply’s automated Certification
Assessment Module was our answer.
The module was set up to recur annually
across the relevant client base (a total of
130 firms) with full reporting and audit
trail. Ongoing monitoring of SM&CR
provisions was included as part of the
compliance monitoring program.

On-boarding
solution for a
Singapore fund
The client was looking for an automated
AML/KYC and investor on-boarding endto-end process as part of its Singaporebased fund launch.
The client wanted us to run the onboarding process using their existing
legal forms and they wanted to be
involved in the investor sign-off
procedures. Other requirements we
needed to take into account were:
ability to track all documents, forms and,
processes within one system without
use of email; full access and document
processing rights for investors; an
automated notification system for
AML/KYC; customised automated issue
triggers and continuous AML/KYC retesting; and a KYC/AML platform with
the capability of connecting to local data
providers.
MaxComply fulfilled those requirements
as it is a globally accessible 24/7 platform
freely customisable with regard to
forms, on-boarding process, sign-offs,
notifications and automated re-testing
and open to multiple external data
providers.

About us
IQ-EQ is a leading investor services group that brings together that rare
combination of global expertise and a deep understanding of the needs
of clients. We have the know how and the know you that allows
us provide a comprehensive range of compliance, administration, asset
and advisory services to investment funds, global companies, family
offices and private clients globally.
IQ-EQ employs a global workforce of over 3,400 people across
23 jurisdictions and has assets under administration (AUA) exceeding
US$500 bn.

Meet the team
If you'd like to find out more about MaxComply, simply contact
Dev Sian or Chris Coombs to discuss your requirements and arrange
a MaxComply demo.

Dev Sian

Chris Coombs

Director, MaxComply

MaxComply Implementation
Manager

E dev.sian@iqeq.com
T +44 203 696 1302
M +44 7887 535 004

E chris.coombs@iqeq.com
T +44 203 745 7057
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